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Center for Digital Research 
and Scholarship: What We Do 
•  Journals services 
•  Conferences and video services 
•  Collaboration services 
•  Experiments, pilots, prototypes 
–  First of kind, not one of a kind 
•  Research repository 
•  Data management assistance 
•  Publishing partnerships 
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Columbia-Based Journals 
•  90+ (and more all the time) 
–  Columbia, Barnard, Teachers College, Union 
Theological, Jewish Theological 
•  Faculty-run 
–  e.g., Revista Hispánica Moderna, Journal of Philosophy, 
Tremor and Other Hyperkinetic Movements 
•  Grad student-run 
–  e.g., Columbia Law Review, Journal of International 
Affairs, Union Seminary Quarterly Review   
•  Undergrad-run 
–  e.g., Columbia: A Journal of Literature and Art  
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Journals Services 
•  Platform software hosting, updates, 
enhancements 
–  Open Journal Systems 
–  WordPress 
–  Blogs and wikis 
•  Consultation 
–  Digitization of print back issues 
–  Copyright, licensing, author agreements 
–  Open access and other business models 
•  ISSN acquisition 
•  Print on demand 
•  Custom quote: design, content migration  
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•  Columbia Business Law 
Review 
•  Columbia Journal of Race and 
Law 
•  Columbia Journal of 
Transnational Law 
•  Columbia Undergraduate 
Science Journal  
•  Consilience: The Journal of 
Sustainable Development 
•  Tremor and Other 
Hyperkinetic Movements 




•  Columbia Journal of Gender 
and Law 
•  Columbia Journal of Law and 
the Arts 
•  Columbia Social Work Review 
•  Explorations in 
Anthropological Research 
•  Morningside Review (formerly 
Journal of the Undergraduate 
Writing Program) 
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Conferences 
•  Caste and Contemporary 
India 
•  Cities in Revolt: The 
Dutch-American Atlantic, 
ca. 1650-1815 
•  Columbia Undergraduate 
Science Symposium 
•  Cultural Formations 
•  The Digital Middle Ages: 
Teaching and Research 
•  Women in Silent Film 
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Online Reference Project 
http://wfpp.cdrs.columbia.edu 
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Research Repository 
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What Is a Research 
Repository? 
    An online repository holding “a complete version 
of the work and all supplemental materials, 
including a copy of the permission[s] …, in an 
appropriate standard electronic format … using 
suitable technical standards …, that is supported 
and maintained by an academic institution, 
scholarly society, government agency, or other 
well-established organization that seeks to enable 
open access, unrestricted distribution, 
interoperability, and long-term archiving.”  
     — Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the 
Sciences and Humanities (2003) 
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What Is an Institutional 
Repository? 
•  More specific: Output from single 
institution 
•  More general: Inclusion of entire 
output of the enterprise (including 
administrative material) 
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Focus of Most Repository 
Strategies to Date 
Research article (whether preprint or 
final published version), with 
“supplementary (or supporting) 
materials.” 
In other words, competing with 
publishers. 
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A Different View 
•  Publication is snapshot in time of ongoing 
research 
•  Cost of publication is small part of total 
cost of research (e.g., data collection and 
data analysis) — perhaps as little as 1% 
•  Much of intellectual and financial 
investment of institution is not in 
publications, but in other research outputs 
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Examples of Research 
Output 
•  Archival materials (e.g., e-
mail correspondence) 




•  Electronic portfolios 
•  Electronic theses and 
dissertations 
•  Multimedia objects (e.g., 
PowerPoint presentations, 
audio, video, graphics, 
animations, CAD) 
•  Online media (e.g., blogs, 
wikis, Web sites) 
•  Photographs 
•  Podcasts, pubcasts, 
postercasts 
•  Scientific visualizations of 
datasets 
•  Software and tutorials 
•  Teaching materials and 
learning objects 
•  Text files (e.g., 
spreadsheets, document 
files, LaTeX, RTFs, PDFs) 
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Goals of Our Repository, 
Academic Commons 
•  To reflect needs of research 
community (collaboration, data 
security and confidentiality, 
access, priority claims, visibility 
and impact, quality certification, 
archiving and preservation) 
•  To advance scholarship 
through accumulation of 
content of importance to that 
community  
•  Not to be seen as merely 
solving problems of libraries 
or being trendy 
•  To be part of cooperative 
partnerships in open and 
interoperable manner 
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Benefits of Research 
Repository 
•  Choice of what to deposit and determination of access and 
reuse determined by researcher 
•  Research data made available alongside published outputs 
based on that data 
•  Publication (as in making public) may include negative 
results, incremental findings 
•  Value of research can be based on quality of databases, 
datasets, and other outputs, not on publications alone 
•  Data required by funders and journals to be made available 
or shared can be deposited in repository 
•  Interoperable research repositories can provide for 
unexpected use and novel reuse 
•  Impact can be tracked through robust metrics 
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Challenges for Research 
Repository 
•  What counts as research output varies from 
discipline to discipline 
•  Research data are much more difficult to ingest, 
to make accessible, to regularize, and to preserve 
for the long-term than are publications and thus 
require much more infrastructure 
•  Interoperability and dynamic cross-linking of data 
with publications or related data are not yet well-
developed technologies (e.g., resource maps) 
•  Cooperation is needed among government 
agencies, publishers, societies, universities, 
departments, and researchers 
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Biggest Challenge: Show Me 
the $$$! 
•  Staffing for customization of 
software, education and training, 
curation, and data migration 
•  Storage: petabytes, if not exabytes 
•  Need for long-term institutional 
commitment and sustainable 
business models 
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•  Book chapters 
•  Books 
•  Computer software 
•  Datasets 
•  Dissertations 
•  Fictional works 
•  Images 
•  Interviews and roundtables 
•  Letters 
•  Maps and charts 
•  Master’s theses 






•  Technical reports 
•  Undergraduate theses 
•  Videos 
•  Web sites 
•  Working papers 
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•  Information about 
issues (e.g., NIH, 
NSF) 
•  Coordination of OA 
resolutions 
•  Administration of 
Columbia OA 
Publication Fund 
•  Research Without 
Borders speaker 
series 
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Data Management 
•  Data Management 
Plan Working 
Group 
–  Review of DMPs 
–  Data Curation 
Profiles 
•  Workshops 
•  Web site 
•  Academic 
Commons 
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The Problem 
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The Problem The Solution 
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•  Big sales point for 
repository 
•  Outreach to NSF-
funded PIs 
•  Outreach to authors 
in journals that no 
longer wish to be 





•  Pricing structure of 
$10/GB for anything 
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Example: Datasets 
in Academic Commons 
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Publishing Partnerships 
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Library-Press Partnerships 
•  Current partners 
– Columbia University Press 
•  Columbia International Affairs Online (CIAO) 
•  Gutenberg-e 
– Fordham University Press 
•  Dangerous Citizens 
•  In discussions 
– Duke University Press 
– W. W. Norton 
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Dangerous Citizens Online 
http://dangerouscitizens.columbia.edu 
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The Partners 
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Model for Inter-Institutional 
Partnership 
•  Joint commitment to author 
•  Shared vision, understanding, agreement 
as to benefits for each group 
•  Clear responsibilities, utilizing each 
other’s strengths and expertise 
•  Shared cost burden, risk 
•  Open and continuous communication, 
including regular reporting on usage, sales 
•  Coordinated marketing 
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•  Peer review 
•  Developmental editing 





•  Marketing and sales 
CDRS 








•  Search engine 
optimization (SEO) 
•  Online marketing 
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Challenges 
•  Addressing FUP’s initial concerns: copyright 
ownership, primacy of form, book sales 
•  Balancing user experience and copyright 
protections 
•  Moving conceptually from a book online to an 
online book 
•  Showing parerga (“shadow text”), images, 
footnotes, citations 
•  Accommodating accessibility issues 
•  Considering mobile phone users 
•  Allowing for author’s adding new material 
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•  Copyright for print book 
–  All rights signed to Fordham UP 
–  Exception: Images, which remain with original 
copyright owner 
•  Copyright for online version 
–  CC Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative 
Works 3.0 
–  All book under this license 
–  Future content could be something else 
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New Content: Text 
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New Content: Maps 
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New Content: Videos 
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SEO Success 
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Questions? 
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